A LEBESGUE DECOMPOSTION FOR VECTOR VALUED ADDITIVE SET FUNCTIONS THOMAS P. DENCE
Our purpose is to show that several recent results dealing with a Lebesgue decomposition of vector valued set functions can be verified by using an earlier result due to R. B. Darst [3] . I* Introduction* In 1963 R. B. Darst established a result giving the Lebesgue decomposition of s-bounded elements in a normed Abelian group with respect to an algebra of projection operators. As a result, one can establish the decomposition of s-bounded additive functions defined on an algebra of sets.
New results have emerged since then for the decompositions of finitely additive and countably additive set functions defined on an algebra of sets and with values lying in a Banach space. In particular, there is a theorem by J. Brooks [1] (1968) and one by J. Uhl [5] (1970). We shall show that both are consequences of the theorem by Darst, thus unifying the three results.
THEOREM (Darst) . Let G be a generalized, complete normed Abelian group, which means (1) l|0|| = 0, (2) if g Φ 0 then 0 < \\g\\ ^ ©o, and (3) only the subgroup {g e G: \\g\\ < °o} need be complete. Let T be a Boolean algebra of projection operators defined on G, with the property that if t lf i 2 e T with t x ^ ί s (^Λ = *i) then \\ t x (g) || 5j \\t 2 
But E being unbounded implies either 4 or £ -4 is also unbounded, and both of these sets have "large" measure. Continuing the same procedure, with whichever of the above two sets is unbounded, yields a decreasing sequence of sets
This is impossible since ^(lim A n ) e X. Hence every element of G is bounded.
Let {u n }(zG be Cauchy; thus sup^ \\n n (E) -u m (E)\\ -*0. So given any EeΣ, the sequence {u n (E)} is Cauchy, and thus converges to u(E). To show ueG, first let {A t } c Σ be pair wise disjoint. Now u is bounded since \\\u n -% m 111 < ε for all n, m ^ N implies 111u\\\\ Î ll^lll + ε < oo. It can easily be shown that u is finitely additive. The group G thus fits the hypothesis of Darst's theorem. The elements of T are the projection operators induced by the elements of Σ, i.e., t e T corresponds to some set EeΣ, say t Ξ= t E , so that
Then t E ^ t F if and only if EaF, and in that
Then T x possesses the two properties (1) t E eT x and t F e Γ implies ί^ = ^n ί . 6 T x , and (2) έ £ 6Γ, and t F e T y implies t E V t F = ^U JP e Γ x+lί . Now t6 6 G is s-bounded if for every sequence {ίj cΓ of disjoint elements, i.e., t t = ί £i with the ^ pairwise disjoint, we have |||ί# 4 (w)||| -> 0. To show that every u e G is s-bounded, first let {.SJ aΣ be pairwise disjoint; so \JZ=IEiβΣ.
Thus u({jE t )eX and ί*(UjB<) = Σwί-By. The sequence of partial sums S n = Σ?=i^(^i) converges to w(U E t ), and hence is Cauchy. Thus \\S n -S m \\ = \\ Σ?= +i^(^i)ll < e for all n, m greater than some positive integer N. In particular, for m = n -1, ||w(^n)|| < e for all w > iSΓ. Thus ||%(£?,)!! -0. Consequently, given any sequence {Ft} c Σ, it follows that 11^(23^ ΓΊ 2^)11 -> 0, which implies sup^^ \\u(Ei ΓΊ F)\\ ->0. Thus ^ is s-bounded.
By applying Darst's theorem, we know there exist unique elements u lf u 2 e G such that u = ^ + u 2 and 1i) Y( Uι ) = 0, and (2) given ε > 0 there exists t E e T ε such that ||| t E ,(u 2 ) \\\ < ε. It remains to show that u x is /3-continuous, u 2 is /3-singular and that they are unique.
Let {E n }aΣ with
Letting F -E n gives || ^(2^)11 ->0, so u^E^-^0 and ^ is then β-continuous. Letting J57* = U-^7* = lim #* gives #* e 2" and But then ί^* e T ε and |||^(^2)||| < e. 
) F(Σ) is conditionally weakly compact, or (3) F(Σ) is contained in a weakly complete subset of X. If X is a finitely additive nonnegative measure on Σ, then F is uniquely representable as F = G + H where G, H are finitely additive vector measures with G continuous with respect to X and x*H and X mutually singular for all x* in the dual space X*. If F and X are both countably additive, then so are G and H.
Proof. Let gf = {F: Σ->X where F is finitely additive}. Then 5^ is Abelian group under addition, and a norm can be defined on gf by HIF||| = sup* eΓ \\F(E)\\. To show (gf, ||| |||) is complete, let {F n } be Cauchy in gf. Then sup^e Γ \\F n (E) -F m (E)\\~+0, so {F n {E)} is Cauchy in X for each E, and denote its limit by F(E). Letting {E k } c Σ be pairwise disjoint implies
F(\J E t ) = lim F n (ύ E) = lim £ F Λ (E<)
Thus F is finitely additive, and the completeness is established. The subspace of bounded elements is therefore complete, so ^ is a generalized, complete, normed Abelian group. But not every element of 5^ is bounded. For example [4] , let X = Reals and let Σ be the set of all finite disjoint unions of right-hand closed subintervals (a, b] where 0 < a < b ^ 1. Define F(a, b] -g(b) -g(a) where
Extend F by linearity. Then F is well-defined and finitely additive, but |||F||| = 00.
But anyway, ^ fits into the hypothesis of Darst's theorem. The elements of T are, as before, the projection operators induced by the elements of Σ, i.e., teT corresponds to some set 2?eΣ, say t == t E , so that t E {F){E,) = FiEnE,). ^ ^(U?=i -^<) = * = c yields a monotone increasing sequence of positive real numbers bounded above, hence the sequence converges. Thus given ε> 0 there exists a positive integer Nsuch that n,m^N implies u(U?=i E t ) -U(\JT=I E % ) < ε. Letting m = n -1 gives ^CEU < ε, and thus u(E n )~+0. But i* 7 is continuous with respect to u, so F(E n )->0, and consequently F is s-bounded. Now we can show that the same conditions on F imply F is bounded. As before, define a set E to be jF-bounded if the set {\\F(A)\\: AczE, AeΣ) is a bounded set of positive numbers. If we assume HI-FHI = °o then the whole space, call it S, is not F-bounded. If N> 2\\F(S)\\ then there exists a set E x eΣ such that ||F(£Ί)|| > N. Hence \\F(S -J^)ll > (1/2)JV, and with S unbounded, then either E 1 or S -J5Ί is unbounded, with both of these sets having "large" measure. Assuming S-E 1 is unbounded, and letting N t >211 F(S -Eι)\\ 9 then there exists a set E 2 czS~E 1 such that \\F(E 2 )\\>N ι Then ||2^((S -£Ί) -JSi)|| > (l/2)N ίf so S -E, contains two sets of "large" measure, with one of them being unbounded, say E 2 . Continuing this procedure yields a sequence of disjoint sets E l9 (S -£Ί) -E 2 , with each one of "large" measure. This contradicts the s-boundedness of F.
Hence if Fe& is continuous with respect to u, then F is a bounded and s-bounded element, Applying Darst's theorem yields unique elements G, He & such that F = G + H and (1) Y{G) = 0, and (2) given ε > 0 there exists t E eT ε such that |||ίfe,(.ff)||| < ε. Condition (1) implies that G is continuous with respect to λ. To see this, let {E n }czΣ with
97
Hence for #* = E n we have || G(^)|| ->0, so () Now let feP, To show α*iϊ and λ are mutually singular we must show that given ε > 0 there exists E* eΣ such that λ(i£*) < ε and \x*H{E* r C\E)\ <s ίor all ίeΣ. It is impossible for ε = 0 in the finite additivity case [2] . Letting ε > 0 we note that since x* is continuous at 0 then there exists δ ε > 0 such that for zeX, \\z\\ < δ ε implies \x*(z)\ < ε. Let ε ι < min(ε, δ ε ). From condition (2), given ε x > 0 there exists E*eΣ such that t E *e T εi and |||^(iϊ)||| < ε x . But this means λ(#*) ^ ε, < ε and sup* βΓ \\H(Ef] E*')\\ < e x . Thus \H(E*'ΓιE)\\<δ t so |ί Letting e, < min {ε, δ εf δ ε ) we know there exists a set £?*eΣ such that X(E*) < e, and ^{H, - 
